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ABSTRACT 
We prove a new separation theorem for any two subsets of R” with disjoint 
convex hulls, by linear operators, or isomorphisms, or isometries, in the sense of the 
lexicographical order of R” (or, equivalently, by “generalized half spaces”). Also, we 
prove that if one of the sets is the nonpositive orthant, then the isometry can be taken 
lexicographically nonnegative, or the isomorphism nonnegative (in the usual order). 
We give some applications. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The aim of the present paper is to give some theorems on separation, of a 
new (“lexicographical”) type, of two subsets of R”, by linear operators, with 
a view to applications to vector optimization (see [12]). 
The usual separation theorems for two convex sets in R”, by linear 
functionals (or, equivalently, hyperplanes), and the various known extensions 
of these theorems to separation by linear operators, in the sense of the usual 
order of R”, require rather strong assumptions (see e.g. [3], [4], [14], and the 
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references therein). A theorem of a new type, on the separation of an 
arbitrary convex set in R” and any outside point by orthogonal matrices, in 
the sense of the lexicographical order of R” (instead of the usual order of R”), 
has been given in [9]; we shall recall it in Theorem 1.1 below. Some 
geometric versions and some applications of this separation theorem have 
been given in [9], [15] (see also Remark 1.1 below) and [lo], [ll] (applica- 
tions to generalized Lagrangian duality for vector optimization). 
In the present paper, we shall extend the case of separation of a convex 
set and an outside point, in the above sense, to the case of separation of two 
subsets of R”, with disjoint convex hulls, by linear operators, or isomorphisms 
(nonsingular matrices), or orthogonal matrices, in the sense of the lexico- 
graphical order of R”. Furthermore, we shall give some results on the 
particular case when the second set is the nonpositive orthant in R” or the 
nonpositive orthant without the origin. Finally, we shall give two applica- 
tions: a characterization of the elements of the “infimum” (in the sense of [ 11, 
[2]) of a set in R”, and an improvement of the mean value theorem for the 
integral of a vector function with values in a convex subset of R”; for further 
applications to surrogate duality in vector optimization and to characteriza- 
tions of convex sets with convex complements, see [12] and [16] respectively. 
1. PRELIMINARIES. SEPARATION OF A CONVEX SET 
FROM A POINT 
Let us recall now some notions, notation, and results, which we shall use 
in the sequel. 
The elements of ?jn (where ?i = [ - co, + co]) will be considered column 
vectors, and the superscript T will mean transpose. We recall that x = 
(Ei . . . E”Y E Rn is said to be “ lexicographically less than” y = (7, . . . T,)~ 
E En (in symbols, x cL y) if r # y and if for k = min{ i E { 1,. . . , n } ] ti # rli } 
we have .$k < nlk. We write x <r. y if x cL y or x = y. The notation y >L x 
and y aL x, respectively, will be also used. 
We shall denote by .Ep(R”), @(R”) and O(R”), the families of all linear 
operators, all isomorphisms, and all linear isometries 0: R” -+ R”, respec- 
tively. We shall identify each u E P(R”) with its matrix with respect to the 
unit vector basis { ej}r=i of R”, that is, we shall write 
(1.1) 
where m: = ( mi, . . . rn,“) (i=l,..., n) are the rows of (mij)y, j=1, and 
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Cj=(mlj f.. mnj)r= u(ej) (j = l,..., n) are its columns, with ei being the 
jth unit vector (0 . * * 0 1 0 *. . O)T E R”. 
We shall consider two orderings of &?(a”) [hence also of %(R”), 0(R”)], 
namely, the usual order relation > (in the termwise sense) and the lexico- 
graphical order u atO in the sense of [lo], defined columnwise (i.e., o >.LO if 
and only if all columns of v are aLO). Let us recall now two properties of the 
lexicographical order, proved in [IO], which we shall need in the sequel (for 
the sake of completeness, we include simple proofs for them). 
LEMMA 1.1 [lo, Corollary 2.31. For o E L?(R”), we have v >,,O if and 
only if 
v(x)2,0 (XER", x20). (14 
Proof. Let u = (ci * . . c,), so cl ,..., c, are the columns of o. If (1.2) 
holds, then, since ej >, 0, we have 
cj=v(ej)>,LO (j=l,...,n), (1.3) 
i.e., o aLO. Conversely, if (1.3) holds and x = C;, ,cyiei E R”, x > 0, then 
cij>o(j=l,..., n), whence v(x) = CS=,ajo(ej) $,6. ’ J 
LEMMA 1.2 (A particular case of [ 10, Corollary 2.2(b)]). 
E P(R”) be a unitary lower triangular matrix. Then 
Z(x) aLO (x E R”, r aLO). 
Proof. We have 
n 
Let Z= (Zij)Ejcl 
0.4) 
. . ~JTER”]. 
W) 
If x>,Oand i,=min{i(5i#O},then ti,>Oand 
k-l i, - 1 
C Z,j(j+(,=O (k=l,...,i,-l), C linjtj + 5i,= iii,’ O, 
j=l j=l 
whence, by (1.5), Z(x) aLO. n 
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For any subset G of II”, we shall denote by supr. G, inf, G the supremum 
and the infimum of G, respectively, for the lexicographical order of R”, by 
COG the convex hull of G, and by INFG the “infimum” of G in the sense of 
[II, [.Ql, i.e., the subset of R” defined as follows: x E INFG if x E G (the 
closure of G in R”) and if there exists no g E G such that g < x (i.e., such 
that g < x, g f x). 
For two subsets G,, G, of R”, we shall say that an operator u E -Ep(R”) 
separates G, j&n G, (in the sense of the lexicographical order of II”), if 
4Yl) W(Y?.) (Y+% Y,EG); (1.6) 
clearly, this happens if and only if - v separates G, from G,, so we can 
speak about separation of the sets G, and G,. 
Finally, for simplicity, we shall not assume that the sets occurring in our 
separation theorems are #0 (where 0 denotes the empty set), but instead 
we shall make the convention that if one of them is empty, then the 
separation properties will be considered to hold (vacuously). 
The following separation theorem has been proved in [9]: 
THEOREM 1.1 [9, p. 2581. Let G be a convex subset of R” and x0 g G. 
Then there exists v E O(R”) such that 
U(Y) -=L+o) (Y~G>. (1.7) 
REMARK 1.1. 
(a) Theorem 1.1 admits the following geometric interpretation (and proof). 
We recall that, following Hammer [6], a set S in a linear space E is called a 
semis-pace at x0 (a hypemme, in the terminology of [8]) if S is a maximal 
convex cone with vertex x0, and xa @ S, or, equivalently, if S is a maximal 
convex set such that xg @S; in R” this concept has been also defined, 
independently, by Mot&in [13, Lecture III]. Now, by [6, Theorem l] (or [13, 
Lecture III]), if G c E is convex and x0 4 G, then there exists a semispace S 
at x0 such that G c S. On the other hand, by [15, Lemma 1.11, a set S c R” 
is a semis-pace at x0 E R” if and only if there exists v E O(R”) such that 
S= {Y-"(~(Y)<L+o)} (1.8) 
(note that in [15] this result has been stated only with u E 4Y( R”), but the 
proof is the same for o E U(R”); note also that in (1.8) above we have 
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corrected a misprint of [15], namely, we have replaced x0 of [15] by u(x”)). 
Combining these two results, one obtains again the separation Theorem 1.1 
above, as has been observed, essentially, in [15]; however, in [9], Theorem 1.1 
above is obtained by a simple induction proof. 
(b) If o E B(R”), then for each z E R” we have z = 0(x,), where 
x0 = u-‘(z) E R”. H ence, a set S c R” is a semispace if and only if there 
exist v E O(R”) and z E R” such that 
S= {y~R”lu(y)<~z}. (1.9) 
Hence, since u E O(R”) if and only if - u E B(R”), it follows that a set 
S c R” is a semispace if and only if there exist v E B(R”) and z E R” such 
that 
S= {y~R”lu(y)>~z}. (1.10) 
(c) Any set of the form (1.9), with v E P(R”) and z E En [instead of 
u E 0( R”) and z E R”] will be called a generalized half space (such sets have 
been called “half-spaces” in [9]). As has been observed in [9], if z = ([r . . . {,)T 
in (1.9), and {i = - 00 or + co, then (1.9) is the empty set or the whole space 
respectively; furthermore [9], if n > 1, {i E R, and lz = - cc or + co, then, 
for any v=(mi 1.1 m”)T E B(R”) with rnT# 0, (1.9) is the open half 
space {yER”(m~y<[,} or the closed half space {yER”(m~y~[r), 
respectively. 
2. SEPARATION OF TWO SETS 
THEOREM 2.1. For any sets G,, G, c R”, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) coG,ncoG,=Id’. 
(2)-(4) There exists u E 9(R”), u E @(R”), u E O(R”), respectively, 
satisfying (1.6). 
(5) There exists either a generalized half space S’ c R” such that 
G, c S’, G,G R”\S’, (2.1) 
or a generalized half space S” c R” such that 
G, c R” \ S”, G, c S”. (2.2) 
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PTOO~. (1) * (4): If (1) holds, then 0 @ co G, - co G,, which is a convex 
set. Hence, by Theorem 1.1, there exists u E U(R”) such that 
U(Y) <LO (YEcoG~-coG~), (2.3) 
which implies (4). 
The implications (4) * (3) * (2) are obvious. 
(2) * (1): Assume that 0 E 9(Rn) is as in (2), but (1) does not hold; say 
E~=,Xiy:=C~D,~jyp, where y!~Gi, y;~Ge, hi,pj>O(i=l ,..., k; j= 
1 ,. . ., m), Xfslhi = Cyzn=lpj = 1. Then, by (1.6), 
c(y,‘)<,,o(y;) (i=l,..., k; j=l,..., m), 
whence 
u 
in contradiction with Ck= ihiy: = CT= ip jy;. 
(4) * (5): If u E 0(R”) is as in (4), then, by (1.6), 
sup,u(Gl) Gl.inf,u(Gz). (2.4) 
If sup,,v(G,) 4 u(G,), then, by (2.4), for each of the generalized half 
spaces 
S; = {Y E R"/u(Y) <L SUP, u(G,>} c S; 
= {Y E R”[~Y) <I,infI,u(Gz)}, 
(2.5) 
we have (2.1). Similarly, if inf, u(G,) %C u(G,), then, by (2.4), for each of the 
generalized half spaces 
s;' = { y E R”lu( y ) >,, SUP, u(W) 2 S;’ 
= {Y E R"/u(Y) >I,infLu(GZ)}T (2.6) 
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we have (2.2). Finally, if sup,u(G,) E u(G,), inf,u(Gs) E v(G,), then, by 
(1.6), there holds 
sup,u(G,) <,inf,u(G,), (2.7) 
and hence, for the semispaces 
(2.8) 
S;‘= {~~R”(u(y)>Lsup,u(G,)}, 
we have (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. 
(5) * (2): If S’ is a generalized half space of the form (1.9) satisfying 
(2.1), where u E P(R") and z E R”, then 
4Yl) <L 2 GdY2) (~1 E G,, YZ E G,). 
Finally, the case of a generalized half space S” satisfying (2.2) is similar. n 
REMARK 2.1. 
(a) Let us also give the following alternative proof of the implication 
(2) 3 (l), which does not use the characterization of co G as the set of convex 
combinations of points of G: Assume (2), and let 
H= {Y-"~u(Y)<Lu(Y~) (~2%))~ (2.9) 
K = {Y l R"(u(yl) W(Y) (Y1 E COG,)}. (2.10) 
Then H, K are convex sets and, by (1.6) we have G, c H. Hence, 
co G, c H, that is, G, G K. Hence, co G, c K, which implies (1). 
(b) One cannot replace “generalized half space” by “semispace” in (5), 
as shown e.g. by the (convex) sets 
G,= (y=(ql qz)T-21v~~0}~ G2=R2\G1, (2.11) 
or by the (convex) sets 
G,= ( y=(q1q2)T~R2q11<0 > I j G2=R2\G1. (2.12) 
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Note also that for (2.11), the identity operator u = I satisfies (1.6) and 
supL u(G,) = (0 + cc)r= inf,u(G,), while for (2.12) u = Z satisfies (1.6) 
and supL u(G,) = (0 - cc)r = inf, u(G,). 
(c) In the particular case when G, = {x0}, the implication (1) * (4) of 
Theorem 2.1 yields again Theorem 1.1. Moreover, by Remark 1.1(a), in this 
case there exists a semispace S’ [namely, S’ = S of (1.8)] satisfying (2.1) (with 
G, = {x,}); note that this also follows from the above proof of Theorem 2.1, 
since for G, = { ~a} we have inf, v(G,) E u(G,). 
(d) Since S’, S”, R” \ S’, and R” \ S” of (2.1) and (2.2) are cones, the 
implication (1) * (4) is a “cone separation theorem,” in a strong sense (since, 
usually, in such a theorem, the complement of a cone which “separates” G, 
from G, need not be a convex set; see e.g. [7]). 
(e) If G,, G, c R” are convex sets, condition 1 becomes 
(1’) G,nG,=0 
In this case, the implication (1’) 3 (3) is equivalent to the well-known result 
(see e.g. [6, Corollary 21 or [B, $17, Theorem 13) according to which, for any 
two convex sets G,, G, in a linear space F, with G, n G, = 0, there exists a 
convex set H such that F \ H is convex, G, c H, and G, c F \ H, namely, 
H= n ty2+sL (2.13) 
YZEG 
where S is a certain semispace at 0. Indeed, since for any semispace S at 0, H 
of (2.13) and F \ H are convex, and G, c F \ H [6, 81, it remains to show 
that, for F = R”, there exists u E %Y(R”) as in (3) if and only if there exists a 
semispace S at 0 such that H of (2.13) satisfies G 1 c H. Now, if u E a’( R”) is 
as in (3), then for S = { y E R” 1 u(y) ~~0) we have, by (1.6) G, - yz c S 
(ys E G,), whence G, = y, + (G, - yz) L yz + S c H. Conversely, if for S = 
{ y E R” ] u(y) cLO}, where u E %(R”), the set H of (2.13) satisfies G, c H, 
then 
G,c n {YzfYIYERnt U(Y) Q} = n {Y E R"(~Y) %~(Yz))~ 
Y2 E 62 Y2 E G 
so (1.6) holds, which proves our assertion. 
(f) For any two sets G,, G, c R”, we have (1’) if and only if 
OeG,-G,. (2.14) 
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Zf (2.14) holds and G, - G, is convex, then, by Theorem 1.1, there exists 
v E 0( R”) such that 
V(Y)-+’ (Y=c%,), (2.15) 
whence we obtain (1.6). Thus, in this case, we also have (1) and (5) of 
Theorem 2.1. 
3. SEPARATION OF A SET AND THE NONPOSITIVE ORTHANT 
Now we shall consider the particular case in which G, = - R:, where 
RT= {yER”Iy>/O}. 
THEOREM 3.1. For any set G c R" such that G + R: is convex, the 
following statements are equivaknt: 
(1) 0 $? G + R;. 
(2) Gn(-R;)=0. 
(3) (coG)n( - R:)=0. 
(4)-(6) There exists v E 6p(R”), v E @(R”), v E O(R”), respectively, 
such that 
&)>,u(d (@G YE -R:). (3.1) 
(y)-(9) Same U.S (4), (5), and (6), respectively, with v aLO. 
(lo)-(11) Same us (4) and (S), respectively, with v > 0. 
Proof. The equivalences (1) w . . * Q (6) hold by Remark 2.1 (f) with 
G, = G, G, = - Ry, on replacing v of (1.6) by - v. 
(6) 2 (9): For v E U(R”) as in (6), let us consider the matrix represen- 
tation (1.1) of v and let 
i,=min ( 
iE {l,..., n}l(m, ... m,)rg 
>&I ... mJTy (g-2, YE -R;)). (3.2) 
Since [by (3.1)] the set on the right hand side contains i = n, we have 
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l<i,<n. Weclaim that (ml ... ~z~,)~>/~,O, i.e., that 
(mlj .f. mioj)*aLO (j=l,...,n). (3.3) 
Indeed, assume first that i, > 1. Then, by (3.1) and (3.2) there exist 
g, E G and Y, E - R: such that 
(m, ... mi,_l)Tgo=(m, ... m+r)rYo. (3.4) 
But, since y0 + y E - IIt (y E - R: ), we have, by (3.1), 
(ml . . . mi,-l)T& a-L(m, .. . mj,-l)‘(yo + Y> 
(YE -R:). (3.5) 
From (3.4) and (3.5) it follows that 
whence, by Lemma 1.1, 
(m, ... mi,,_,)‘>LO, 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
and thus, by (l.l), 
(mlj ... mi,,_I,j)TaLO (j=l,..., n). (3.8) 
If (mlj e.. mi,_l,j)T>LO, then (mlj ... mi,j)T>LO, so (3.3) holds 
for this j. Assume now that 
(m, ... mi,,_,)Tej=(m,j ... mi,,pI,j)T=O. (3.9) 
Then, by (3.4) and (3.9), 
(m, ... mi,_,)Tg,=(ml ... mi,_I)T(Y~-A~j) (AER+). 
(3.10) 
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On the other hand, since y, - Xej E - R: (h E R + ), we have, by g, E G 
and (3.2) 
(ml -.. mi,)Tkh >L(ml * * * mi,jT(Yo - Aej) (A-+). 
(3.11) 
From (3.11) and (3.10) it follows that 
rnT”g, > mToyo - XmToei (A-+), (3.12) 
whence mioj = mToej > 0 [since otherwise, taking X + + co, we arrive at a 
contradiction with (3.12)]. Hence, by (3.9), we obtain that (3.3) holds for this 
j, too. 
Finally, assume that i, = 1. Then, by (3.2), for any g, E G and all 
j=l >..., n we have (3.12) (with i, = l), whence, as above, it follows that 
mij>‘O(j=l,..., n). Thus, rn: aLO, which proves the claim (3.3). 
Next, we claim that there exists U = (GLij)c j=l E O(Rn), r? aLO, such that 
fiij=mij (i=l,..., i,;j=l,..., n). (3.13) 
Indeed, we shall construct the kij’s by induction on i. Since v E O(R”), 
(mil a.. min)r(i=l,..., io) are mutually orthogonal nonzero vectors; also, 
they satisfy (3.3). Assume now that for some k with 0 < k < n - i, - 1 we 
have constructed mutually orthogonal nonzero vectors ($, . . . &i,)T (i = 
1 , . . . , i, + k) satisfying (3.13) and 
(filj . . . ?%,+k,j)T aLo (j = l,...) n). (3.14) 
Then, by the orthogonality assumption, we have 
rank(fiij)i-l ,,.., i,+k;j=l,..., n=i”+k, (3.15) 
i.e., there exist indices 1~ ~(1) < . * * < n(i, + k) 6 n such that 
det(fii,r,j,)i j=l . . ..i.+k+O. 1 3 (3.16) 
Choose any m( i, + k + 1) E { 1,. . . , n } \ { a( i )} i%‘t. Then, by (3.16), there 
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exist (unique) real numbers tr,. . . , (i,+k such that 
i,, + k 
c 7iii,$j)tj= -6~,n(i,+k+l) (i=l,...,i,+k)* 
j=l 
(3.17) 
Let us define 
&i,+k+l,s(j)=‘$j (j=lp...Tio+k), (3.18) 
(3.19) 
rjii,+k+l,j=o (p {l,..., rz} \ { r(i)}‘;“:,k+i). (3.20) 
Then, by the induction assumption and by (3.17)-(3.19), the vectors ($i 
. . . rq,y (i = l,..., i, + k + 1) are mutually orthogonal; also, by (3.14), 
(3.16), (3.19), and (3.20), we have 
(3.21) 
which proves the claim on the existence of 5 E O(R”), v” aLO, satisfying 
(3.13). 
Finally, from (3.2) it follows that 
(ml -es mi,,lTg >L(ml . . . mi,,JTY (g=, YE -RF), 
(3.22) 
and hence, by (3.13), 
U’kbAy) (g=> YE -R:). (3.23) 
The converse implication (9) * (6) is obvious. 
(8) * (11): If u E %(R”) is as in (8), then, by u0 aLO and [lo, Corollary 
2.11, there exist a unitary lower triangular matrix I E @(R”) and a matrix 
p E Y(R”), p 2 0, such that v = Zp. Then p = I-‘v E %Y( R”) and, since 1-l 
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is also unitary and lower triangular, we have, by (3.1) and Lemma 1.2, 
p(x)=Z-‘(u(r))>,,0 (eG+R:). (3.24) 
But, by (3.1) and since 2-r E @(II”), we have p(x) = Z-‘(v(x)) f 0 (r E G 
+ R: ) and hence, by (3.24), 
p(r)>,0 (xEG+R;). (3.25) 
Thus, we may take p as the operator u required in (II). 
Finally, the implications (11) = (8) * (7) * (4) and (11) =j (10) - (7) are 
obvious. I 
REMARK 3.1. 
(a) One can give a direct proof of the implication (5) * (8) slightly 
simpler than the above proof of (6) * (9). Namely, after proving (3.3) as 
above, note that, by u E @(R”), we have rank(m, 1 . . miJT = i,, i.e., there 
exist indices 1~ a(l) < . * - < vr( io) f n such that 
det(mi,r(j))i,j=l ,,.., iozo' (3.26) 
Let 
d=(m, .*- mjo e,,~i,+l~ .-. CT,(,,)~EL?(R”), (3.27) 
where { m( i, + l), . . . , r(n)} = { 1,. . . , n } \ { m(l), . . . , -rr( i,)}. Then det u” + 0, 
so I? E @(R”). Also, by (3.27) and (3.3) we have I? aLO. Finally, from (3.2) 
there follows (3.22), whence, by (3.27), we obtain (3.23). 
One can also give a direct proof of the implication (4) 3 (7) which is 
even simpler. Namely, after proving (3.3) as above, it is enough to take 
O”=(m, -.. mjo 0 .‘- 0)T~9(R”); (3.28) 
indeed, u’ >,O and, by (3.22) and (3.28), we have (3.23). 
(b) One cannot replace, in (ll), u E ‘%( R”), u > 0 by the stronger 
properties u E O(R”), u 2 0, since it is easy to see that the only nonnegative 
orthogonal matrices are the permutation matrices. 
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Let us consider now the particular case G, = - R: \ (0) of the situation 
of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. For any set G c R” such that G + R: is convex, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) 0 @ G +(R; \ (0)). 
(2) G n( - RF \ (0)) =0. 
(3) (coG)n(-R:\{O})=rzr. 
(4)-(6) There exists v E P(R”), v E %(R”), v E O(R”), respectively, 
such that 
h+LV(Y) (g=k YE -KWH. (3.29) 
(7)-(g) Same as (4) (5), and (6) respectively, with v aLO. 
(10)-(11) Same as (4), and (5), respectively, with v > 0. 
Proof. The equivalences (1) = . . . - (6) hold by Remark 2.1 (f) with 
G,=G, G,= -R:\(O), b o serving that - G, = R: \ (0) and replacing v 
of (1.6) by - v. 
(6) j (9): If 0 @ co G, then, by (3), we have (co G) n ( - R: ) = 0, so we 
can apply Theorem 3.1, implication (6) * (9). On the other hand, if 0 E co G, 
then, by Theorem 2.1 [see also (2.3)], there exists v E U(R”) satisfying 
v(g) 3?(Y) (g E COG, y E -R; \ {O}), (3.30) 
whence (3.29). In particular, since 0 E co G, we have 
O%?(Y) (YE - R: \ {O)L (3.31) 
whence 0 aLv(y) (y E - R: ), and hence, by Lemma 1.1, v >,,O. 
The converse implication (9) * (6) is obvious. 
The proof of the implication (8) 2 (11) is similar to that of Theorem 3.1, 
implication (8) q (ll), replacing, in (3.24) and (3.25) G + R: by G + 
(R$ \ (0)). Finally, the implications (11) 3 (8) * (7) * (4) and (11) 2 (10) 
3 (7) are obvious. n 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
As an application of Theorem 3.2, let us give here the following char- 
acterization of the elements of INFG: 
THEOREM 4.1. Let G c R” be such that G + R: is convex, and let 
x E R”. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) x E INFG. 
(2) x E G, and there exists v E Q?(R”), v >, 0, such that 
v(g)>,v(y) (g-, YER", Y-+ (4.1) 
Proof. (1) * (2): We may assume, without loss of generality (replacing 
G by G - x), that r = 0. Now, if (1) holds for x = 0, then G n( - RF \ (0)) 
= 0, whence, by Theorem 3.2, there exists v E %(R”), v > 0, satisfying (4.1) 
with x = 0. 
(2)-(l): If vfLZ(R”) satisfies (4.1) then Gn{y~R”Jy<x} =0, 
and hence, by x E G, we have (1). n 
REMARK 4.1. 
(a) Using Theorem 3.2, one can also give other equivalent conditions, 
which we omit. 
(b) One cannot replace (4.1) of 
as shown e.g. by the (convex) set 
(2) by 
(Y=+)), (4.2) 
and the element r=(i ~)~EG~INFG. Indeed, e,=(l 0)r~G\{x}, 
e,=(O l)r~G\{r}, so if (4.2) holds for some v E Y(R”), then 
el+e2 
v(x)=v - ( 1 2 = &v(el)+ +(es) >Lv(~), 
which is impossible. 
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Finally, let us give an application of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a convex subset of R”, and let f =(fi,..., f,) 
be a function f;om a finite interval [a, b] c R into G, with the components 
f 1,. . , f, integrable (Lebesgue). Then 
1 
IO== (I / 
‘f(t)dtEG. (4.4) 
Proof. Assume that x0 6 G. Then, by Theorem 1.1, there exists v E 
8( R”) satisfying (1.7), whence, in particular, 
v(f(t)) -%v(xo) (t E [a, b]). (4.5) 
Let us consider the matrix representation (1.1) of v and let 
Ai= (tE [a,b]I$f(t)=$r,(j=l,...,i-l), m~f(t)<m~xo) 
(i=l,..., n). (4.6) 
The sets A i are measurable (Lebesgue), and A i CT A j = 0 (i f: j ), U r= ,A i = 
[a, b] [by (4.5)], whence cy_&Ai) = b - a, where p denotes the Lebesgue 
measure. Let 
i,=min{iE {l,...,n}Ip(Ai)>O}. (4.7) 
Then, by (4.5)-(4.7), we have 
$f(t) = myx, p-a.e. in [a, b] (i=l,...,i,-l), (4.8) 
myOf < m~‘x, p-a.e. in [a, b], (4.9) 
the inequality (4.9) being strict on some set of positive measure. Hence, by 
integration of (4.9), we obtain 
my” 
/ ) 
“f(t dt < mTOxo( b - a), 
(I 
whence, by the definition (4.4) of x0, 
?n;“r, < ?rlT”X,, 
which is impossible. n 
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REMARK 4.2. Theorem 4.2 improves a result stated e.g. in [5, pp. 
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